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Apart from providing great fun, Garden of Eden book helps small children 
to develop counting skills and manual dexterity. 

The soft foam pages allow children to explore on their own, and amusing 
rhymes encourage them to exercise their little fingers while peeling off the puzzle 

pieces. Sun, stars, planets, birds, fish and variety kinds of animals 
combined with numbers will help learning of counting and develop vocabulary.
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Five little birds

up in the sky

their Mommy shows them

how they should fly.

Look at this jaw!

It’s big and wide!

Whose mouth is that

with six teet
h inside?

Seven small fish

in deep ocean blue

counting them all

should be easy for you.
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Creating the world is a hard job, you see
God started it all with the words „Let there be...”

It took a few days to get it all done
to make all the planets, the moon and the sun
God worked for six days and then took a break

Nothing He created was made by mistake
All of nature’s wonders, all that you can see
From the roaring lion, to the buzzing bee
God created all things for you and for me.

He did it so we could be filled with great awe
And thank Him for making this beautiful world.

The work that He did is a blessing to all
But now there is something of you to be asked:
Some puzzles to solve, are you up for the task?

Let’s go to Eden, together - you and I
That wonderful garden with stars in the sky
We will see its marvelous wonders and then

I will help and teach you how to count to ten.

Look at the sky,
there is a lightning!

Though only one
it can be frightening.



Flowers smell nice
and sweet for our noses.

Can you spot three
beautiful roses?

It’s not a plum
and it’s not a pear.
See the two apples

On the tree over there?

The sky is filled
with millions of stars
but four of them are
watched by the sun.



Look at this jaw!
It’s big and wide!

Whose mouth is that
with six teeth inside?

Five little birds
up in the sky

their Mommy shows them
how they should fly.

Seven small fish
in deep ocean blue
counting them all

should be easy for you.



This ladybug’s busy
and she will not wait.

Quickly! Count the spots!
There should be eight.

Nine baby owls
hide in the nest

Their busy mama
Could use some rest.

Ten tasty peanuts,
One fluffy tail,

Is that a squirrel?
Can anyone tell?




